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CLOVIS FFA COMPETES AT DISTRICT IV LEADERSHIP EVENT

On December 11, the Clovis FFA participated in the District IV FFA Leadership Development event held at House, New Mexico. The competition included Jr. High Illustrated Talk and Prepared Public Speaking, Chapter Prepared Public Speaking, Extemporaneous Speaking, and Job Interview.

This event provides students the opportunity to develop leadership and citizenship abilities, formulate and organize ideas, and gain articulation and public speaking experience in a competitive environment.

Event Results:

Jr. High Illustrated Talk ~ Thomas Palla (4th Place & State Qualified), John Hisel (5th Place & State Qualified), Cara McWilliams (10th Place), & Syan Olguin (Top 20)

Jr. High Prepared Public Speaking ~ John Hisel (5th Place)

Chapter Prepared Public Speaking ~ Jack Palla (4th Place & State Qualified) & Kelsey Renteria (9th Place)

Extemporaneous Speaking ~ Jacob Hisel (Top 20)

Job Interview ~ J’Lea Fuqua (3rd Place & State Qualified), Marie Albin (Top 15), Kynde Moon (Top 15), & Alexia Lemke (Top 15)

The FFA students dedicate many hours to the success of the Clovis program. Congratulations to the students and sponsors, Kalynn Baldock, Diego Dow, and Kirsten Creighton.